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Introduction from Anne Bell
The origins of this Shared Services proposition go back to 2007/08 when the
SCONUL Executive Board considered strategic areas where SCONUL might
undertake work in order to support its members and concluded that it would be
desirable to commission work around the library systems landscape. Following
discussions with Rachel Bruce from JISC, the two organisations agreed to fund a
library systems horizon scan, which reported in April 2008. The publication of
the study was followed with a community consultation event, which highlighted
consortia / shared services as a major theme to be taken forward.
This formed the backdrop to the 2009 Shared Services study. Following
discussion with HEFCE, SCONUL submitted a proposal to investigate the
potential for a shared service in the library systems space. The study was
undertaken in two stages; the first was to undertake a feasibility study to
identify whether there was a shared services opportunity and, assuming the case
was proven, the second to develop a business case. The business case, which
focused on the three domains of Electronic Resource Licensing and
Management’, ‘Discovery to Delivery’ and ‘Local Library Management’, was
submitted to HEFCE in December 2009.
Thinking on future library business models, on how to position academic
libraries within the networked environment given the potential long-term
impact of the current recession, are focusing minds on what might be the
proposition for the academic ‘library of the future’. The shared service proposed
to HEFCE was situated firmly within such broader strategic thinking, identifying
a range of opportunities within the library systems space as to how collective
action could create significant opportunities for users and libraries alike,
underpinning the future institutionally organised model of library services and
supporting the transformation of academic library services which many see as
necessary and even overdue.
The timing of our submission to HEFCE was of course most unfortunate,
coinciding almost precisely with the shock waves of the recession impacting
national HE funding prospects. The job was done yet the mission had failed,
despite positive recognition from national partners as well as substantial
support from the community. It would be normal to abandon all hope in such
circumstances.
However, to the enormous credit of the Steering Group members and the
institutions that had expressed interest as early adopters, the commitment to
pursue the shared services agenda was strengthened around the ‘Domain 1’
proposition of electronic resource licensing and management. JISC responded to
this commitment by providing opportunity to develop a more detailed view of
Domain 1 requirements within its LMS programme between November 2010
and March 2011 and by developing a dialogue with the US Higher Ed libraries
engaged in similar thinking in the Kuali OLE consortium.
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In December 2010, the revived opportunity to access HEFCE’s Universities
Modernisation Fund added substantial opportunity to this act of faith. In
February the UMF press release announced ‘a service to support electronic
resource management [which] will include shared systems and electronic
resource management information [and] support for the management of
licensing information for libraries and the resources they provide.’ This
document scopes the business solution with a view to UMF implementation.
Anne Bell
Librarian, University of Warwick
Chair of the SCONUL Shared Services Steering Group
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Document Scope
The work of the JISC-funded SCONUL Shared Services project has resulted in
three documents that are linked to the planned UMF development and will also
be of value to institutions considering strategies and systems for the licensing
and management of subscription resources.


Business Solution Definition, providing an introduction to all involved
from service managers to software developers; this builds on the JISC
UMF proposal to HEFCE (January 2011)



Business Solution Context, providing additional operational detail for
each function proposed for Phase 1 of the shared service in the Solution
Definition



Use Case documentation, presenting cross-referenced Use Cases
developed with each of the 16 institutions participating in the
requirements capture process; see index in Appendix B and full detail at
http://sconulerm.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2011/04/22/use-cases/

In addition JISC has funded two supporting documentation efforts:


The University of Salford has worked with the SCONUL Shared Services
project to develop a synthesis of ERM workflows detailed by the
participants, which is cross-referenced here; see catalogue in Appendix D
and full detail at
http://sconulerm.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2011/05/20/workflows/



Phil Nicholls (Psydev) has worked with UKOLN in producing Service
Usage Models to inform developers about key functions, detailed at
http://sconulerm.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2011/05/18/service-usagemodels/

Following this introduction, Part 1 of this document presents the Business
Solution Definition and Part 2 details the functional Context for the shared
service referenced hereafter as Knowledge Base Plus (KB+).
The document is intended to provide business and operational context to assist
in the design and development process, including the scoping of a ‘product
backlog’ in agile methodology. Whilst every effort has been made to assure the
integrity of the document, it is not intended as a comprehensive or rigorous
specification.
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Knowledge Base Plus – a shared service for subscription
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1 – Validation
The recommendations and requirements outlined here have been approved by
the SCONUL Shared Services Steering Group, having been evidenced, validated
and prioritised through:
The SCONUL Shared Services Feasibility Study and Business Plan
developed for HEFC (December 2009)
The resulting UMF proposal prepared by JISC and approved by HEFCE
(January 2011)
The JISC funded ERM Shared Services project, which collected Use Cases
and reviewed findings and options with institutional ERM practitioners
(London, February 2011) and library directors (Warwick, March 2011)
Cross-referencing with the Kuali OLE User Stories, supported by
representatives of the Kuali OLE Functional Council (March 2011) and
appended to the Business Solution Context documentation
Additional high level cross-checking against the features of existing
products and services and the relevant standards
In addition it is noted that a number of UK community projects and services are
currently addressing issues closely related to the space scoped here – notably
ELCAT2, JUSP3, KBART4, PECAN5, PEPRS6, Suncat7 and Zetoc8. Whilst their
approaches might not ultimately be compatible with the service vision expressed
here, it is recommended that their potential should be taken in to account at the
design stage.

2

ELCAT, the Electronic Licence Comparison and Analysis Tool - http://www.jisccollections.ac.uk/News/elcat-beta/
3
JUSP, the Journal Usage Statistics Portal - http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/
4
KBART, the Knowledge Base And Related Tool working group http://www.niso.org/workrooms/kbart
5
PECAN, the Pilot for Ensuring Continuity of Access for NESLi2 http://edina.ac.uk/projects/pecan/
6
PEPRS, Piloting an E-journals Preservation Registry Service http://edina.ac.uk/projects/peprs/
7
Suncat, the Serials Union Catalogue for the UK - http://www.suncat.ac.uk/
8
Zetoc, access to the British Library Electronic Table of Contents service http://zetoc.mimas.ac.uk/
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2 – Vision
Context
The 2009 SCONUL Shared Services study for HEFCE9 identified widespread
interest across the range of UK HE libraries in the potential for shared services in
the overlapping areas of licensing and electronic resource management (ERM),
recognising a mismatch between current offerings and the perceived
requirement.
Whilst the study report articulated a vision for service improvement with
associated cost savings across three domains (e-Resource Licensing &
Management, Discovery to Delivery and the Local Library Management), it made
a case for the prioritization of service developments in the ERM domain. In
particular, the study identified the opportunity to leverage the expertise and
efficiencies offered by a trusted service provider alongside shared community
resources.

The high level vision of the SCONUL study and business plan combined the
service gains specific to the problem space with the broader value proposition of

9

http://helibtech.com/file/view/091204+SCONUL+Shared+Service+-+for+distribution.pdf
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shared services, which are central to the 2011-12 HEFCE Universities
Modernisation Fund programme10.
In general, shared ‘Above Campus’11 services have the potential for five major
benefits:


Economies of scale - leading to greater efficiency



Critical mass - leading to improved data, quality of service, expanded
range of services, flexibility and agility



Sub-contracting of “commodity” activities – reducing duplication and refocusing local resources from basic operations to added value



Enabling collaboration and shared activities – including such as mutual
enhancement of data and development of support services



More generally, providing a platform for innovation - potentially leading
to benefits not originally foreseen

Aims
Building on the generic benefits available from above campus services, this
shared service would aim to benefit UK teaching, learning and research by


Removing the barriers faced by institutions in maintaining the necessary
records of the licensing and usage of subscribed scholarly resources



Addressing local and systemic inefficiencies in the process which inhibit
economy and effectiveness



Maximising the opportunities arising from shared licensing processes and
data, whilst enabling institutions to develop local intelligence and service
enhancements



Leveraging these developments by assessing further shared service
opportunities across the spectrum of library management

10

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/news/hefce/2011/cloud.htm
To avoid confusion about the ambiguity and different interpretations of the term shared
services, the different definitions of national services, consortium working, cloud computing,
Software As A Service et al., this document uses the term “Above Campus” as a generic term
to encompass all types of IT service delivery and infrastructure aggregated beyond a single
institution. This thinking originates from „Above-Campus Services: Shaping the Promise of
Cloud Computing for Higher Education‟, EDUCAUSE Review vol 44 no 6 (November/
December 2009)
11
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3 - Problems Summary
A major issue for electronic and subscribed resources is that the offerings12 of
resources are complex and fragmented, in terms of both processes and data
elements (e.g. price, licensing, post-cancellation access).
Collecting and managing the relevant data is costly. Whilst many aspects of the
information are common across the whole UK HEI community, currently this
information is collected many times over and updates or corrections to the data
discovered by one institution cannot be easily shared across the community.
The complex nature of the offerings leads to a number of issues that result in
both direct and indirect costs to the subscribing institutions. Key issues include:
 Decision making (such as which resources to cancel or renew) is
hampered by the lack of data, and because relevant data is recorded
across multiple systems (e.g. quantitative and qualitative measures of the
value of a resource to the institution).
 Errors in data can result in institutions losing access to resources,
directly impacting on researchers, teachers and students
 Changes to data are often known at a point distant in time from the
required action (e.g. a cancellation decision may be made several months
before the cancellation is enacted and relevant systems updated). This
increases the risk of error.
 Financial transactions related to offerings can be complex. This can be
due to local budget governance, the need to record financial transactions
in multiple systems, or simply due to the nature of the materials being
purchased.
Appendix C provides a broad set of problem statements linked to the use cases
from which they were extracted, which are available at
http://sconulerm.jiscinvolve.org/.

12

„Offering‟ is used to mean the entirety of the entity that is subscribed to or paid for. An
offering therefore covers aspects such as the exact resources being offered (e.g. one or more
journal titles covering a specific time period), the licences that apply, any post-cancellation
access agreements, and any other aspects that make up the totality of the licenced product
offer.
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4 – Options Appraisal
This section set out five options. Each of Options 2-5 is envisioned as a service
exclusively framed for UK HEIs.






Option 1 – Do nothing
Option 2 – Hosted ERM
Option 3 – Hosted Knowledge Base Plus
Option 4 – Hosted & Mediated Knowledge Base Plus
Option 5 – Fully Managed ERM Shared Service

Option 1 - Do Nothing
Description
Benefits and
Issues
Market Impact

UK HEIs continue to manage resources as currently; no
community shared service is offered
Sector costs remain high; duplication of work remains
common; ability to act as community is limited to vendor
specific groups (e.g. based on shared LMS/Link Resolver)
No impact on existing market

Option 2 - Hosted ERM
Description
Benefits and
Issues

Market Impact

A hosted ERM is offered as a shared service, but each HEI
runs its own instance of the ERM on shared hardware and
no data is shared between HEIs.
Small decrease in hosting and licensing costs for each
participating HEI; overall sector costs remain high;
duplication of work remains common; high start up cost
each HEI due to high cost of collecting and entering relevant
data, as per current ERMs; issues about the scope of the
resource types to be managed.
Existing market players could offer hosted ERM solution of
this nature, potentially based on current products.

Option 3 - Hosted Knowledge Base Plus
Description

Benefits and

A community centric ‘above campus’ Knowledge Base Plus
service supports management of electronic and subscribed
resources. HEIs can add their own data, shared or private
and data is shared across the community where
appropriate.
Significant decrease in local effort in keeping Knowledge
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Issues

Market Impact

Base information up to date; community created
information ensures Knowledge base is more accurate and
useful than current commercial offerings; the shared
service offers single point of contact with suppliers.
Works in conjunction with existing market offerings
through standardized interfaces, thus complimenting and
improving knowledge bases across the board; does not
replace commercial offerings.

Option 4 - Hosted & Mediated Knowledge Base Plus
Description

Benefits and
Issues
Market Impact

A community centric ‘above campus’ Knowledge Base Plus
service as per Option 3. In addition, a trusted party
mediates the service, to ensure data is authoritative,
provide expert advice, link tightly with UK licensing
initiatives and integrate management tools.
As per Option 3 with the added benefit of authority and
increased economies of scale and outsourcing of commodity
activity plus tighter licensing lifecycle integration.
As per Option 3, works in conjunction with existing market
offerings and adds trusted service elements beyond current
market capability.

Option 5 - Fully Managed Shared Service for Subscription Resources
Description

A shared service manages all aspects of subscription
resources for participating UK HEIs.
Benefits & Issues HEIs no longer administer any aspect of subscription locally
and so make significant savings; the shared service requires
significant investment; there are major challenges in dealing
with financial data and varying institutional approaches;
risk that institutions lose core skills from staff and become
over dependent on central service; risk that a service
focused on only subscription resources is not sufficiently
comprehensive.
Market Impact
Significant impact on current ERM market, as this service
would displace demand for other solutions.

Recommendation
The five options are appraised as follows:
 Option 1 leads to the current level of waste continuing across the sector
in the long-term.
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 Option 2 is viable, but does not offer significant savings; it also risks lack
of buy-in from HEIs who to date have perceived the costs of populating an
ERM to be too high.
 Option 5 could prove impractical and the start up costs for the shared
service would be significantly above the available funding; it could also
act as a significant market disruption.
 Option 3 is potentially achievable with the funding available at this time,
and targets key cost and operational issues reported as significant by UK
HEIs. It does not amount to a market disruption, as it should complement
commercial offerings; furthermore some aspects of the service could be
fulfilled by existing commercial or HE sector players.
 Option 4 builds on Option 3, offering additional benefits in terms of
savings and potential service improvements. The involvement of a trusted
and expert partner should also enhance elements that are subject to risk
such as take up, time to market and service cost.
It is therefore recommended by the SCONUL Shared Services Steering Group
that
 Option 4 should form the basis of the Shared Service to be developed
through the UMF funding.
 This recommendation should not preclude ongoing consideration of
extended services, potentially covering other resource types (notably ebooks) and addressing each domain identified in the 2009 study; the
Steering Group recommends that SCONUL and JISC should commit to
actively assessing those opportunities.
 The technical and operational design and the governance of the solution
should not knowingly place obstacles in the way of such future options.
 Whilst business case, costs and benefits are not covered in this document,
it is emphasized that contributions from directors and senior managers
(notably at the Warwick workshop) focused strongly on such
considerations. However, it will be essential for the UMF development
project to update the cost benefit calculations of the December 2009
HEFCE Business Plan in the light of the proposed solution.
This document goes on to define this selected option in terms of service scope
and high level functional requirements for a Phase 1 development, supported by
the UMF funding.
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5 - Service Scope
The service envisioned for delivery of the recommended option is set out in this
section.

Proposal
A community centered/focused ‘above campus’ service which supports
management of electronic and subscribed resources.

How will it work?
At the centre of the service is a world-class ‘Knowledge Base plus’ (KB+), which
will describe as far as possible the whole of the ‘subscribed resources’ universe
as seen from the perspective of UK HEIs. This will include:








Publication Information – Covering Collections, Packages, Works, Titles,
Instances and relationships between these; some of this information is
already in commercial Knowledge Bases such as those supplied by EBSCO,
Ex Libris, and Serials Solutions
Holdings & Rights – The record of what specific parts (e.g. years,
volumes) of publications an institution has the right to access (again
typically in commercial Knowledge Bases)
Subscription Management - Both past and present details of such as
dates for renewals and notice periods.
Organisations – Covering publishers, agents, libraries, etc including key
contacts.
Licences - Storage of both digital documents and terms expressed in
structured format for model/standard licences, variants and addenda
covering licences past, present and under negotiation.
Evidence – Quantitative and qualitative data to support review; includes
standard measures such as cost per download, and local measures such as
votes/ratings/reviews from library members and information relating
titles to specific faculties and to research or teaching uses that might
affect decision making.

The KB+ service will be maintained by a small and dedicated team, which will
form close relationships with all the relevant stakeholders, including:







Libraries
Knowledge Base compilers
Subscription Agents
Publishers
E-journal platform providers
System vendors
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Phase 1 Scope
A community owned service hosted ‘above campus’ where institutions have the
option to manage and store data relating to agreed resource types








Involving service provider and local entry of resource management
data (including licensing and subscription details), recognizing the value
of community sourced intelligence alongside authoritative information
Encompassing all subscribed publications, related deals and licences,
covering print and electronic subscriptions, therefore including: print
journal holdings, database subscriptions, subscribed e-books and
electronic journals
Encompassing ‘free’ resources where they are similar in nature to a
‘subscribed’ resource. For example a freely available e-journal.
Providing consortium functionality and services, involving a platform
for a mix of private and shared data, includes ‘above campus’ agreements
and negotiated acquisitions
Exposed via machine accessible interfaces (APIs) as well as an ‘above
campus’ user interface based on these APIs
Facilitated by an expert support service for the data, the platform, the
process and the user.

This will enable institutions to






Discontinue local systems software and associated management costs for
ERM and Knowledge Base
Reduce staffing allocated to ERM, licensing and associated support tasks,
with opportunities for re-focusing
De-duplicate data entry and effort across institutions
Migrate away from the LMS as the place of record for subscription
resources
Review the role of local Link Resolver and authentication services

Future Potential
This may lead downstream to






Supporting the entire lifecycle from wish list to post-cancellation access
and archiving
Support for acquisitions linked to institutional budget and finance
systems
A shared service for equivalent processes for licenced resources that are
not ‘subscribed’ resources. This would include individual e-book
resources and may include provision of ‘e-Books in Print’ data within a
Knowledge Base
A central archival access service which offers a single place to manage
and access archived journal and other content no longer provided by the
publisher
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6 - Functional Requirements (Phase 1)
Following the review process described in Appendix A, the following functional
requirements were identified as priorities for a Phase 1 service (target 2012)
linked to the available HEFCE UMF funding. The 15 functional areas set out here
are further detailed in the companion Business Solution Context document for
the benefit of implementers.

Functional Area 1 - Knowledge Base Plus
A world class Knowledge Base extended where necessary to act as the place of
record for
01 - Publication Information – Covering Collections, Packages, Works,
Titles, Instances and relationships between these; some of this
information is already in commercial Knowledge Bases such as those
supplied by EBSCO, ExLibris, and Serials Solutions
02 - Holdings & Rights – The record of what specific parts (e.g. years,
volumes) of publications an institution has the right to access (again
typically in commercial Knowledge Bases)
03 - Subscription Management - Both past and present details of such as
dates for renewals and notice periods.
04 - Organisations – Covering publishers, agents, libraries
05 - Licences - Storage of both digital documents and terms expressed in
structured format for model/standard licences, variants and addenda
covering licences past, present and under negotiation.
06 - Evidence – Quantitative data to support review; includes standard
measures such as cost per download.

Functional Area 2 - Processing Support
07 - Alerts - Based on information such as subscription dates, notice periods
and locally defined actions, configurable and linked to widely used
calendar or task list systems.
08 - Permissions - User management with ability to decide at a granular
level what data is public, shared with other libraries, or private, linked to
HE access management systems.

Functional Area 3 – Lifecycle
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09 - Licence Management - Ensuring that licences are checked and
approved/signed by appropriate representatives; storing digital copies of
licences and structured data extracted from licence; providing tools to
report on licensing terms.
10 - Service changes - Ensure that the necessary systems are updated when
there are changes to publishers, platforms and access entitlements (e.g.
change of publisher; additional titles in a package; new back files made
available).
11 - Service Desk - To answer queries from library staff and respond to
reports of problems or errors.
12 - Quantitative Review - Compile usage statistics, sector wide and
institutionally recorded information to deliver quantitative measures of
such as ‘cost per download’ and impact factors.
13 - Renewals & Cancellations – Inform, record and enact renewal and/or
cancellation decisions, backed by parameters (e.g. restrictions based on
limits such as ‘X% of print spend’)

Functional Area 4 - Discovery to Delivery Services
14 - Resource Discovery API - supporting simple resource discovery
mechanisms
15 - Records Supply - Offer resource discovery records to local or abovecampus systems in appropriate format to import to tools such as Primo,
VuFind, EDS, Summon, etc.
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7 - Functional Requirements (Phase 2 or beyond)
Following the review process described in Appendix A, the following functional
requirements were identified as likely priorities Phase 2 or beyond (post 2012).

Functional Area 1 - Knowledge Base Plus
16 - Evidence – Qualitative data to support review; includes local measures
such as votes/ratings/reviews from library members and information
relating titles to specific faculties and to research or teaching uses that
might affect decision making.

Functional Area 2 - Processing Support
17 - Decision support data - Tools and documentation such as checklists
and notes
18 - Workflow automation – orchestrating the above with institutional
configuration of mechanisms such as queues, messages, triggers and audit
checks to automate workflows and processes.

Functional Area 3 – Lifecycle
19 - Subscription wish list - Library members may request titles to be
added, and shared wish lists could be used to highlight opportunities for
consortium purchase
20 - Selection support - Local process and decision support enabled by wish
list, cancellation and Knowledge Base Plus information
21 - Trials management - From request, through trial period, to collating
feedback, making and recording decisions
22 - Archival access - Recording archival access rights and other relevant
information such as LOCKSS and Portico participation.
23 - Service monitoring - Record and report interruptions to access and
other service issues (e.g. caused by server downtime); driven by both
central monitoring and local reports.
24 - Institutional changes - Support and enact changes occurring at an
institutional level (e.g. merger of two institutions)
25 - Qualitative review - Record and report on qualitative data for decision
making such as cancellation/continuation of subscriptions.
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26 - Collection management - Through aggregating information across
institutions, inform effective collection management ensuring minimum
unnecessary duplication across institutions; identifying gaps in holdings
across the sector; and offering institutions insight into others activities
(e.g. ‘another institution has successfully converted to e-only access for
this title’).
27 - Post-cancellation access - Record terms of post-cancellation access and
provide relevant information (e.g. details of the ‘subscription period’
which defines post-cancellation rights).

Functional Area 4 - Discovery to Delivery Services
28 - Authorisation - Offer ‘do I have access?’ service; given a users
institutional affiliation(s), the service would be able to provide
information about their access rights to specific titles/articles.
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Appendix A – Priority Function Selection
The Warwick workshop for service directors and senior managers (March 2011)
focused principally on scoping the shared service priority functions and on
defining the associated business case.
An exercise on the assessment of functions put forward in previous analysis led
to the following prioritization, which is reflected in the Phase 1 scope set out in
this Business Solution Definition. The following analysis was applied:
 Approval levels were scaled 0-3 with an additional ‘+’ representing the
views of the Kuali OLE partners present at the meeting.
 Green = 2+ or more in Phase 1 / Red = Less than 3 in Phases 1 & 2
Phase 1

Area 1 - Knowledge Base Plus
[a] Publication Information
[b] Holdings & Rights
[c] Subscription Management
[d] Organisations
[e] Licences
[f] Evidence
Area 2 - Processing Support
[g] Decision support data
[h] Alerts
[i] Workflow Automation
[j] Permissions
Area 3.1 – Lifecycle - Choose
[k] Subscription Wish List
[l] Selection Support
[m] Trials management
Area 3.2 – Lifecycle - Use
[n] Licence Management
[o] Archival Access
[p] Service Monitoring
[q] Institutional changes
[r] Service changes
[s] Service Desk
Area 3.3 – Review
[t] Qualitative Review
[u] Quantitative Review
[v] Collection Management
[w] Renewals & Cancellations
[x] Post-cancellation Access
Area 4 – D2D Services
[1] Resource Discovery API
[2] Records Supply
[3] Authorisation

3+
3+
3
3+
3+
2+
2
2+
1+
2
1
1
1
3+
1
1

Phase 2

Phase 3

OUT

+
1
1+
1
2
1+
1
1

2+
1+
1+

2
2+
1

+

1+
1
2
+
1+

1

2

+

3+
3+
1
2+
3
2
1+
2+
1

1+

2
1
2
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The recommended priorities for Phase 1 were therefore identified as follows,
with Permissions and Resource Discovery API added after clarification by the
consultants.
1st
Area 1 - Knowledge Base Plus
[a] Publication Information
[b] Holdings & Rights
[c] Subscription Management
[d] Organisations
[e] Licences
[f] Evidence
Area 2 - Processing Support
[h] Alerts
[j] Permissions
Area 3.1 – Lifecycle - Choose
Area 3.2 – Lifecycle – Use
[n] Licence Management
[r] Service changes
[s] Service Desk
Area 3.3 – Review
[u] Quantitative Review
[w] Renewals & Cancellations
Area 4 – D2DServices
[1] Resource Discovery API
[2] Records Supply

3+
3+
3
3+
3+
2+
2+
2

2nd

3rd

OUT

+
1
1
1+

3+
3+
3+
2+
3

1
+

1+
2+

2
1

Group discussion of this list highlighted other functions of particular value,
subject to timescales and cost:





Qualitative licence review data (See t)
Pre-licence iterations (See k & l)
Analysis tools (Area 2)
The potential for outsourcing other local activities once a service exists
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Appendix B - Use Cases Index
The following Use Cases were documented with the project partners and can be
found at http://sconulerm.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2011/04/22/use-cases/. The
associated blog posts from each institution are in the blog archives from January,
February and Match 2011.

Use case

Institutions

Selection of a new e-journal

Royal Holloway, University of London
University of Northumbria

Managing „conditions of access‟

University of Wolverhampton

New e-book purchase /
subscription – select platform

The Open University

Renewal of a e-journal subscription University of Swansea
Cancellation of a journal title

University of Salford
University of Warwick
University of Westminster

Library moves from institutional to
consortium subscription

University of Stirling

Move to e-only

University of Southampton

Journal title moves between
Publishers AND
Publisher Changes Platform

University of East Anglia

Budget and accounting for ejournals

University of Edinburgh

Usage data

University of the Creative Arts
University of East London

Discovery to Delivery

University of Bournemouth

Manage Subscription Workflows

University of Huddersfield
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Appendix C – Use Case Problem Statements
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X

UC4 + UC11

X

1?

1- Requests for new resources are often
incomplete and under specified
2 - Establishing all offerings of a resource from
suppliers requires checking many systems
and communicating with many parties
3 - Offerings of resources are complex
containing many parts (e.g. price, licensing,
post-cancellation access). Establishing all
parts of an offering from a single supplier is
time consuming
4 - Decision making relating to which offering
to accept is difficult due to the problems in
getting clear information and comparing
complex offerings
5 - Local budgeting issues can be complex
with the need to negotiate with multiple parties
within the institution

Wolverhampton
UC19
X

Huddersfield
UC16
X

UEL
UC16

X

UCA
UC15

X

X

Edinburgh

Yes

X

UC12/UC13

X

UEA
UC11

Yes

Southampton
UC9

X

Stirling
UC8

X

Warwick

Yes

UC8

X

Salford
UC7

Northumbria
UC1

X

Swansea
UC1

RHUL
Yes

Phase

X

X
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6 - Offerings of resources may not be clear at
Part X
the point when local budgetary decisions need
to be taken
7 - Financial information relating to offerings is Part X
often not available at the point where local
budgeting decisions are made
8 - Typically a resource subscription will cover
X
multiple financial years
9 - Duplicate data entry within institutions is
Part X
common
10 - Financial transactions often recorded
multiple times within an institution, often
requiring re-keying of data
11 - Decision making within an institution often Yes
requires sharing of specific data views with
local stakeholders
12 - Assigning a cost of an individual resource
can be difficult, especially when the resources
is a specific journal title within a larger bundle
of titles

UC4 + UC11

1?

Wolverhampton
UC19

X

Huddersfield
UC16

UCA
UC15

X

UEL
UC16

Edinburgh

UC12/UC13

UEA
UC11

Southampton
UC9

Stirling
UC8

Warwick

X

UC8

Swansea
UC1

X

Salford
UC7

Northumbria
UC1

RHUL
Phase

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

UC4 + UC11

13 - Gathering Quantitative usage data for a
Yes
resource is time consuming due to many
places to look and varying access
mechanisms
Out of
14 - Not all suppliers offer COUNTER
scope
compliant Quantitative usage data
15 - Qualitative data is key to decision making,
but there is no standard mechanism for
collection, and systems are not designed to
record this data
16 - Quantitative usage data not always
available at the desired level of granularity
17 - Combining financial data and quantitative Yes
usage data for a resource is difficult due to the
number of systems used to record different
aspects of this data
18 - Decisions on disposal of resources or
Yes
discontinuation of print resources may depend
on knowledge of access to the resource in
other institutions
19 - No single system fully captures the
financial/budgetary issues

Wolverhampton
UC19

1?

Huddersfield
UC16

UEL
UC16

UCA
UC15

Edinburgh

UC12/UC13

UEA
UC11

Southampton
UC9

Stirling
UC8

Warwick

UC8

Salford
UC7

Swansea
UC1

Northumbria
UC1

RHUL
Phase

X

X
X

X

X

X
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UC4 + UC11

Wolverhampton
UC19

Huddersfield
UC16

UEL
UC16

UCA
UC15

20 - Resources are protected by a range of
authentication systems, many of which are
difficult for the end-user to negotiate
21 - Licences are complex and not available in
machine parse-able formats
22 - Offerings of resources are complex
containing many parts (e.g. price, licensing,
post-cancellation access). Recording all aspects
of an offering in local systems is extremely timeconsuming
23 - Identification of resources that are eligible
for cancellation is difficult due to the nature of
the complex offerings for electronic resources
24 - Calculating the cost of subscription versus
the cost of other routes of access (e.g.
document delivery) is difficult
25 - There is often a gap between the
knowledge of a change to a resource,
subscription or offering, and having to act
upon that change locally

Edinburgh

1?

UC12/UC13

UEA
UC11

Southampton
UC9

Stirling
UC8

Warwick

UC8

Salford
UC7

Swansea
UC1

Northumbria
UC1

RHUL
Phase

X

Yes

X

Yes

X

Part

X

X

Yes
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Appendix D – Standards
The value of the business solution will be increased if it is developed and
delivered based on appropriate (and typically open) technical, domain and
usability standards, at the same time considering options offered by emerging
approaches.
Whilst it will be essential for developers and providers of the shared service to
review standards and associated options on a continuing basis, we reference the
underlying principles endorsed by JISC13.
Notwithstanding these broad considerations, the business solution defined here
raises specific issues of standardization, which include:












Access management
Models for describing licences
Models for describing published works
Use of unique identifiers for key entities, such as journals, packages and
publishers
Interfaces with externally maintained data stores, such as Knowledge
Bases
Formats in which bibliographic data is available to downstream
applications, such as local Library Management Systems
Mechanisms such as APIs for developers to exploit the data in this service
Mechanisms to expose the data in this service to resource discovery
services and search engines such as Google
Messaging protocols for propagating alerts and tasks
Licensing of the data created and maintained by this service
Licensing of the software and documentation comprising this service

The success of the proposed business solution will be dependent on
authoritative and transparent decisions being taken in each of these cases.

13

Notably http://standards-catalogue.ukoln.ac.uk/index/JISC_Standards_Catalogue,
http://www.jisctechdis.ac.uk/, http://www.oss-watch.ac.uk/ and
http://efoundations.typepad.com/efoundations/2011/03/rdtf-metadata-guidelines-nextsteps.html
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Knowledge Base Plus – a shared service for subscription
resources
Part 2 - Business Solution Context
Contents
Introduction – the Phase 1 Functions
01 - Publication Information
02 - Holdings & Rights
03 - Subscription Management
04 - Organisations
05 - Licences
06 - Evidence
07 - Alerts
08 - Permissions
09 - Licence Management
10 - Service changes
11 - Service Desk
12 - Quantitative Review
13 - Renewals & Cancellations
14 - Resource Discovery API
15 - Records Supply
Appendices
A – Mapping to SCONUL Use Cases
B – Mapping to Kuali OLE User Stories
C – Data Analysis
D – Service Usage Models
E - Workflows Catalogue
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Introduction – the Phase 1 Functions
The fifteen Phase 1 functions introduced in Part 1, the Business Solution
Definition, are outlined in a standard format in numeric order in the sections that
follow.
This is intended to provide business and operational context to assist in the
design and development process, including the scoping of a ‘product backlog’ in
agile methodology. Whilst every effort has been made to assure the integrity of
the document, it is not intended as a comprehensive or rigorous specification.
The format includes a list of ‘non-goals’ for each Phase 1 function; however, it
should be noted that these may in some cases be goals downstream (in Phase 2
and beyond) or be parts of potentially complementary systems. The ‘non-goals’
should therefore be reviewed at each stage in the development process.
Functional Area 1 - Knowledge Base Plus
01 - Publication Information – Covering Collections, Packages, Works, Titles,
Instances and relationships between these.
02 - Holdings & Rights – The record of what specific parts (e.g. years, volumes)
of publications an institution has the right to access.
03 - Subscription Management - Both past and present details of such as dates
for renewals and notice periods.
04 - Organisations – Covering publishers, agents, libraries.
05 - Licences - Storage of both digital documents and terms expressed in
structured format for model/standard licences, variants and addenda covering
licences past, present and under negotiation.
06 - Evidence – Quantitative data to support review; includes standard
measures such as cost per download.
Functional Area 2 - Processing Support
07 - Alerts - Based on information such as subscription dates, notice periods and
locally defined actions, configurable and linked to widely used calendar or task
list systems.
08 - Permissions - User management with ability to decide at a granular level
what data is public, shared with other libraries, or private, linked to HE access
management systems.
Functional Area 3 – Lifecycle
09 - Licence Management - Ensuring that licences are checked and
approved/signed by appropriate representatives; storing digital copies of
licences and structured data extracted from licence; providing tools to report on
licensing terms.
10 - Service changes - Ensure that the necessary systems are updated when
there are changes to publishers, platforms and access entitlements.
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11 - Service Desk - To answer queries from library staff and respond to reports
of problems or errors.
12 - Quantitative Review - Compile usage statistics, sector wide and
institutionally recorded information to deliver quantitative measures of such as
‘cost per download’ and impact factors.
13 - Renewals & Cancellations – Inform, record and enact renewal and/or
cancellation decisions, backed by parameters.
Functional Area 4 - Discovery to Delivery Services
14 - Resource Discovery API - supporting simple resource discovery
mechanisms.
15 - Records Supply - Offer resource discovery records to local or abovecampus systems in appropriate format to import to tools such as Primo, VuFind,
EDS, Summon, etc.
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01 - Publication Information
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title
01 – Publication Information
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author
21 April 2011, v1.0, David Kay
Summary
Covering Collections, Packages, Works, Titles, Instances and relationships
between these; some of this information is already in commercial Knowledge
Bases such as those supplied by EBSCO, ExLibris, and Serials Solutions
Terminology
Collections, Packages, Works, Titles, Title Instances - see entity descriptions
(Appendix C2)
Knowledge Bases (KBs) – ‘global’ knowledge (i.e. metadata) compiled and
accessible under licence about serials and the access rights of subscribing
institutions. KBs differ in key respects - some include print materials; they have
different data models and entity names; some include link resolution in the same
package.
Goals
1) To enable consistent, accurate, up to date and reliable access to the core data
about serials publications and availability in collections and deals (aka packages)
2) To take advantage in terms of economy and efficiency of ‘one-for-all’ input and
updating of the data involved, both by KB publishers (commercial or otherwise)
and by user organizations (in effect crowd sourcing edits and updates)
3) To provide the bibliographic publication data model required to support the
majority of other functions in this business solution
Non-Goals
1) To replicate large scale data entry that is taking place elsewhere and that can
be shared on acceptable terms
2) To undermine the best value endeavours of commercial partners
3) To cover e-books
Assumptions
1) It will be possible to establish a distributed entity model (based on sharing a
handful of standardized ‘keys’ or URIs) which will allow local and consortium
(e.g. shared service) data to be linked with large scale KB datasets
2) The international ISSN Register will be important in this respect
2) It will be mutually advantageous to do so
3) An alternative is to develop an institution / shared service owned KB, as
attempted by such as Simon Fraser University, Ca
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
683, 836, 5214, 5254, 5281, 5285, 5289
Use Cases
1, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13
Workflows
1A.2, 1B.8, 1B.9, 4A.4.1, 4B.4.1, 5.1, 6.1, 9.5, 9.6, 10.1, 11A.1,
11B.1, 12A.3
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Collection
2) Deal
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3) Deal Document
4) ISSN Register
5) Media
6) Publisher
7) Title Deal Status
8) Title Instance
9) Title Status
10) Work
Related Standards
1) ISSN
2) KBART
Issues
1) Establishing the essential keys (such as Title Instance, Collection, Deal) that
will make the model work well
2) Creating an open model, as opposed to single vendor – an important matter of
principle
Diagrams
See key entity diagram below
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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02 - Holdings & Rights
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title
02 – Holdings & Rights
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author
21 April 2011, v1.0, David Kay
Summary
The record of what specific parts (e.g. years, volumes) of publications an
institution has the right to access (again typically in commercial Knowledge
Bases)
Terminology
Parts – as tied to an institutional licence, which may be multi-year and multivolume (e.g. as in Back Files)
Goals
1) To record the issues of subscription items to which an individual institution
has access (therefore consortium purchases are decomposed)
2) To cover the current subscription (e.g. this year) and each historic
subscription (e.g. last year) in separate records
3) To enable print holdings to be recorded
4) To enable database rights to be recorded
5) To link the above to canonical KB records of title, its instances (e.g. title and
publisher changes) and the collections and deals with which it is associated
6) To link records to the current delivery platform (which may be archival, such
as Portico)
7) To support bulk import of records derived from traditional recording systems
such as MARC21 records from a library catalogue
8) To provide the data model for related functions – notably 09 Licence
Management, 10 Service Changes, 13 Renewals & Cancellations
Non-Goals
1) To enforce ‘perfect’ descriptions of holdings, though fully functional
descriptions should be supported
2) To cover e-books
Assumptions
1) All subscription resources (principally print and electronic journals and
databases) can be described in a compatible format
2) This will replace the local library system as the ‘place of record’ for
subscription resources
3) E-books may eventually fit this service model but not necessarily the same
data model
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
4139, 4164, 6086
Use Cases
3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17
Workflows
1A.4, 1A.5, 1B.4, 1B.5.2, 1B.7, 2.1, 6.3, 6.4, 7.4, 8.1, 91., 10.3,
11A.1, 11B.1, 12B.15
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Access Status
2) Issue Access
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3) Licence Agreement
4) Licence Document
5) Media
6) Note
7) Platform
8) Title Instance
9) Title Status
Related Standards
1) KBART
2) MARC21
Issues
1) Choice of format(s) for recording holdings data
2) Some KBs hold parts of an institution’s holdings / access data – but should we
discount that as an inappropriate model and enable access (i.e. link resolution
for e-journals) from the shared service?
Diagrams
See key entity diagram below
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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03 - Subscription Management
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title
03 – Subscription Management
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author
21 April 2011, v1.0, David Kay
Summary
Both past and present details of such as dates for renewals and notice periods
Terminology
Present – the current subscription, for whatever period / issues it applies
Past – each previous subscription (e.g. a previous year) or a block if
retrospectively entered (e.g. 2000-2010), including Back Files
Goals
1) To set up records of new subscriptions using the Issue Access entity
2) To manage current subscriptions, including key dates and links to their
Licence Agreements and associated documents (e.g. scanned licence)
3) To keep records of the terms of past subscriptions and their ongoing
entitlements and thus validate post-cancellation and archival access
4) To record macro-financial details (e.g. one or more of total budgeted, expected
and actual costs for the period defined taken from financial systems) that assist
in calculation of cost per download (see Function 6)
5) To provide the data model for related functions – notably 09 Licence
Management, 13 Renewals & Cancellations
Non-Goals
1) To manage the payment of subscriptions, though the data here can be linked
through an institution defined code to local transaction systems
2) To apportion costs across multiple faculties
3) To trigger post-cancellation and archival access; the database can however
contain the information required to establish those rights and to associate the
applicable platform (e.g. Portico)
Assumptions
1) There will be separate Issue Access records for different media as determined
by the linked Title Instance (i.e.. Print, Electronic); however, there will not be a
separate record for a scan of a print journal (see Function 2)
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
1087, 7038 – plus others in Acquire
Use Cases
4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 19
Workflows
1A.4, 1A.5, 1B.4, 1B.5.2, 1B.7, 2.3, 5.3, 7.4, 11A.1, 11B.1
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Access Status
2) Agent
3) Alert
4) Deal
5) Deal Document
6) Issue Access
7) Licence Agreement
8) Licence Document
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9) Note
10) Title Deal Status
11) Title Instance
12) Title Status
Related Standards
1) Onix-PL
Issues
1) The lack of financial management data and workflows may invalidate this
approach for some institutions, though the advice has been that these functions
cannot be effectively integrated at present
2) How to record scanned copy availability so it can be picked up by discovery
services; e.g. is it just another field in the Issue Access entity?
Diagrams
See key entity diagram below
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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04 – Organisations
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title
04 – Organisations
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author
21 April 2011, v1.0, David Kay
Summary
Covering organisational entities such as publishers, agents and libraries
Terminology
Organisational entities – see Appendix C2 for descriptions of each entity
Goals
1) To support the service by managing the underpinning data about
organizations
a) Supply side (publishers)
b) Demand side (institutions and their divisions such as faculties, consortia)
c) Intermediaries (subscription agents, archival platform providers)
2) To support hierarchical membership linkages within organizations – notably
faculties within institutions
3) To support linkages between organizations – such as Consortium members
4) To allow the attachment of Notes and Documents to organizations, indicating
‘to’ and ‘from’ organizations
5) To allow linkage of staff names where applicable, to support such as Alerts
and Notes
6) To provide the organisations data model required by most functions
Non-Goals
1) To provide a contacts (people) database for each organization involved in the
shared service
2) To track all contacts and correspondence between organizations, though this
might be achieved with the functionality proposed
Assumptions
1) Relationships within organizations are hierarchical – e.g. Faculty within
Institution
2) Institutions may be in more than one Consortium
3) Rights (Issue Access) and Licences reside with / belong to Institutions (see
Functions 2 & 3)
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
3054, 3055, 5284, 5287, 6122, 6123, 7251
Use Cases
9, 12
Workflows
7.1
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Agent
2) Consortium
3) Faculty
4) Institution
5) Platform
6) Publisher
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The following requirements are not covered in the entity model (Appendix C):
a) The demand side organizations (Institution, etc) could be organized within a
single entity with links, thus allowing any to engage in and to cascade licensing
b) Storage of documents (e.g. letters) against ‘from’ and ‘to’ organizations is
likely to be required, involving a basic metadata plus attachment of documents
Related Standards
1) Organisation coding frames (e.g. HEFCE Institutions)
Issues
1) Coding frames for organizations with reference to local standards and also
linked data
Diagrams
See key entity diagram below
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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05 - Licences
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title
05 – Licences
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author
8 April 2011, v1.0, David Kay
Summary
Storage of both digital documents and terms expressed in structured format for
model/standard licences, variants and addenda covering licences past, present
and under negotiation.
Terminology
Digital documents – text or image (scanned) files of licences
Structured format – using Onix-PL (see JISC Collections implementation)
Model licences – approved terms provided for re-use; these may be associated
with a single publisher or be approved more widely
Variants – actual agreements, with agreed changes, linked to purchasers
Addenda – detail added subsequent to the initial licence agreement
Goals
1) To create and upload models for re-use
2) To create & derive actual licences linked to packages & institutions (licencees)
3) To amend licences by adding addenda
4) To maintain current status (e.g. Current, Cancelled)
4) To record notes against any licence document
5) To store financial terms for statistical purposes
6) To share all the above by default except for financial terms
7) To provide the data model for related functions – notably 09 Licence
Management, 13 Renewals & Cancellations
Non-Goals
1) To manage or track changes prior to an agreement, though pre-agreement
copies may be stored
2) To share financial terms (though they can be included as private data);
sharing would be challenging for publishers though desirable to some
institutions
3) To manage finances
Assumptions
1) JISC Collections already has model licence expressions in Onix-PL to import
2) Some model licences will be in standard text form (though this is not
desirable)
2) Actual licences will come as text files and / or scanned images
3) Institutions will share whole licences and licence terms for reuse, except for
financial details
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
268, 363, 4014,4028, 4029, 4049, 4050, 4191, 4192, 5120,
5278, 7250
Use Cases
4, 8, 11, 12, 17, 19
Workflows
1A.7, 1B.7, 1B.8, 2.4, 2.5, 5.3, 12A.2, 12A.3, 12B.2, 12B.3
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Deal
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2) Deal Document
3) Issue Access
4) Licence Agreement
5) Licence Document
6) Model Licence
7) Note
The following requirements are not covered in the Entity Model (Appendix C):
a) Licence Status indicator attached to Licence Agreement and Model Licence
b) Licence Documents may be linked to the Model Licences entity where no OnixPL expression
Related Standards
1) All documents require a reliable web-addressable identifier (URI / DOI)
2) A document metadata standard may be required
3) Onix-PL
Issues
1) Should the JISC Collections licence comparison tool be integrated with this
function?
Diagrams
See key entity diagram below
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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06 - Evidence
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title
06 – Evidence
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author
21 April 2011, v1.1, David Kay
Summary
Quantitative data to support review; includes standard measures such as cost
per download.
Terminology
Quantitative – things that can be logged and counted relating to a journal title;
as opposed to qualitative evidence that may be collected by other means (see
Phase 2 function)
Standard measures – principally number of downloads by title from publisher
site by period (see JUSP - JISC Usage Statistics Portal - for likely granularity); cost
per download to be calculated by an agreed method (e.g. number of DLs /
subscription cost for a given period).
Goals
1) To automate import of Counter stats provided by publishers (as per JUSP) or
from other sources in equivalent format at Title level; however, Article level stats
could be stored in their raw form and aggregated at Title level
2) To support stats from other sources such as Open URL Resolvers
3) To support manual entry of stats
4) To assist local and comparative journals review by identifying low use
subscriptions ahead of further enquiry regarding specialist value (e.g. needed by
research group etc)
5) To assess value for money (though qualitative data is part of that equation)
6) To inform decisions re-cancellation options within Deals
7) To maintain coarse linkages between licenced titles and Faculties (e.g.
principal Faculty)
8) To provide the data model for Function 12 Quantitative Review
Non-Goals
1) To provide sub-institutional (e.g. Faculty level) breakdown within a single
resource
2) To collect school level use data
3) To collect search activity data
4) To provide a recommender service
Assumptions
1) Allocation of stats to Faculties will be based on the relationship, not on actual
stats per school; Phase 2 may allow a title to be ‘split’ across multiple schools
2) Price data could be stored in the Issue Access entity (optionally by period for
greater accuracy); however it may be best to add price data in to the Usage
Statistics entity as another record type
Context (see Appendix for details)
Use Cases
131, 4113, 4146, 4147, 4148, 5234, 5279
User Stories
16
Workflows
1B.3, 1B.8, 12A.1, 12B.1
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
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1) Access Status
2) Evidence
3) Faculty
4) Institution
5) Issue Access
6) Note
7) Usage Statistics
Related Standards
1) Counter
2) Sushi
3) Outputs from Resolvers, which are proprietary
Issues
1) Not all publishers will supply Counter compliant (or any) stats and therefore
local generation will be necessary – though the same import format can be used
2) Some of the non-goals may be an issue to some institutions
3) Should there be opportunity to add the number of transactions associated
with print journal entities (if recorded in LMS)?
Diagrams
See key entity diagram below
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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07 – Alerts
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title
07 – Alerts
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author
21 April 2011, v1.0, David Kay
Summary
Based on information such as subscription dates, notice periods and locally
defined actions, configurable and linked to widely used tools such as calendar or
task list systems
Terminology
Alerts – Actions directed to a person or a role (e.g. Acquisitions or Licensing),
typically involving a deadline and possibly requiring a receipt or completion
acknowledgement message
Locally defined actions – Actions can be defined in text or through use of a
standard code, linked to and configurable by each Institution (bearing in mind
that tasks and workflows will differ between Institutions)
Tools – Standard asynchronous messaging tools, optionally linked to calendar
systems, to be used to transport the alert message and to provide receipts and
responses as applicable; for example email, direct messaging, text messaging,
perhaps Twitter
Goals
1) To provide a task / process messaging infrastructure within an institution and
possibly between institutions in order to
a) Raise an issue
b) Pass on a task
c) Acknowledge receipt of a task
c) Indicate completion of a task
2) To interoperate with widely used calendar systems
3) Possibly to interoperate with widely used task list and reminder systems
Non-Goals
1) To provide messaging between institutions and supply side organizations,
which would imply their access to the system
2) To provide automated workflow management, which would imply set
sequences of tasks with intelligent routing and decision support; a checklist
mechanism will however be required (see Functions 3 & 5)
Assumptions
1) Workflows will be supported by alerts but will not be not driven by the
system
2) Alerts can be linked to individuals and organizational units such as
departments, so long as they are associated with a messaging method
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
255, 296, 893, 1254, 7076
Use Cases
14, 19
Workflows
No specific workflows map to ‘alerts’ as alerts may support any
workflow
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
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1) Alert
2) Issue Access
3) Note
4) Licence Agreement
5) Licence Document
The following requirements are not covered in the Entity Model (Appendix C):
a) An ‘Actors’ entity containing staff names and / or roles and / or departments
will be required; it is likely some alerts will be to people and others to roles or
departments; messaging methods will need to be associated with each actor
b) ‘Action Type’ will be required for locally configured actions that are
standardized (e.g. Licence sign off)
c) ‘Alert Status’ may also be useful (e.g. Open, Closed, etc)
Related Standards
1) Messaging standards for Alerts (e.g. SMTP, SMS)
2) Calendar standards for Alerts (e.g. Outlook)
Issues
1) Number of messaging and calendar standards to be supported, which must
include proprietary systems in widespread use
Diagrams
See key entity diagram below
Further Notes
Kuali Rice provides a good example of what might be provided, though the
functionality exceeds the baseline ‘Alerts’ requirement
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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08 – Permissions
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title
08 – Permissions
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author
21 April 2011, v1.0, David Kay
Summary
User management with ability to decide at a granular level what data is public,
shared with other libraries, or private, linked to HE access management systems.
Terminology
User – Any user of the system, whether or not authenticated; however this
service is only targeted at users linked to Institutions and Consortia
Public Data – Data accessible to users who are not registered; however this
service may not support such users directly
Shared Data – Data accessible to all users of a particular type, across all the
Institutions and Consortia participating in the service; this will enable demand
side crowd sourcing for effective sharing and mutual improvement of data
Private Data – Data accessible only to the institution with which it is associated;
however there is no private data at the level of the individual user
Access Management Systems – Systems that would typically be used in UK HE
to authenticate users in the context of their Institution
Goals
1) To allow the data to be as open enough to serve the purposes of a shared
service (‘Shared Data’ by default)
2) To allow institutions to identify some data as private; this may ideally be at
attribute level but may in reality be at a less granular level
Non-Goals
1) To provide public access to some of the data; this would be explicitly done
through APIs (see Function 14)
Assumptions
1) Shared data is the default mode
2) Public data is not the focus of this service
3) Access management capabilities will be used, as provided by UK AMF services
4) Data level permissions should as far as possible be based on standard
‘database’ functionality
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
4035
Use Cases
None
Workflows
Not applicable - permissions apply to all workflows
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
Whatever entities are used by the access management systems linked to this
application
Related Standards
1) Access management standards and services used in UK HE
2) Proprietary services such as Microsoft Active Directory and those internal to
databases
Issues
1) Granularity of requirements (attribute level, record level, entity level) can
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easily become over complex to configure and burdensome to manage
Diagrams
Not applicable
Further Notes
None
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09 - Licence Management
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title 09 - Licence Management
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author 22 April 2011, v1.0, Owen Stephens
Summary
Ensuring that licences are checked and approved/signed by appropriate
representatives; storing digital copies of licences and structured data extracted
from licence; providing tools to report on licensing terms.
Terminology
Licence - A document that contains all the terms and conditions of use
associated with that resource, detailing what can and can’t be done, by who, for
how long and what happens if there are any problems. (from http://www.jisccollections.ac.uk)
Digital copies - text of image (scanned) files of licences
Structured data - using Onix-PL (see JISC Collections implementation)
Licensing terms - the terms and conditions described within the licence
Goals
1) To create/retrieve/update/delete licence information as described in
function ‘05 - Licences’
2) To report on licensing terms and compare licences
3) To record notes relevant to licence management against a licence (e.g. any
relevant exchanges with other parties to the licence)
4) To create/retrieve/update/delete the internal status of licences as they are
checked, approved and signed by appropriate representatives (within an
institution and by other relevant agencies)
5) To create/retrieve/update/delete alerts related to the internal status of
licences (e.g. to create a reminder to chase a signatory to a licence if not
processed within a set timescale)
6) To create/retrieve/update/delete alerts related to the term of the licence
agreement (e.g. date on which licence term ends)
Non-Goals
1) To take automated action based on licence terms (such as block use or
suppress display based on specific criteria such as user status)
2) To display licence terms directly to end-users
3) To compare availability of a service against any agreed availability measures
in the licence
Assumptions
Not Applicable
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
Use Cases

252, 267, 332, 382, 1240
1, 4, 19
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Workflows

1A.7, 1B.7, 1B.8, 2.4, 2.5, 5.3, 12A.2, 12A.8, 12B.2, 12B.8

Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Deal
2) Deal Document
3) Licence Agreement
4) Licence Document
5) Model Licence
6) Alert
7) Note
Related Standards
1) Onix-PL
Issues
1) Existing JISC Collections licence comparison tool may be a starting point for
the licence comparison function
Diagrams
See diagram below / Not applicable
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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10 - Service changes
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title 10 – Service changes
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author 22 April 2011, v1.0, Owen Stephens
Summary
Ensure that the necessary systems are updated when there are changes to
publishers, platforms and access entitlements (e.g. change of publisher;
additional titles in a package; new back files made available).
Terminology
Publisher - The entity licensing a resource for use
Platform - Where the licenced content is accessed
Access entitlements - The issues/holdings of a resource that an institution is
entitled to access specified by a licence agreement or other means
Title - Equivalent of a ‘Title Instance’ as described in Appendix C2
Package - Equivalent to a ‘Deal’ as described in Appendix C2
Back files - Refers to an archival set of issues/holdings for one or more titles
which are offered by a publisher as part of a ‘deal’. No strict definition of
‘archival’ is agreed, but typically this would exclude at least those issues
published in the last five years
Goals
1) Update records within the Knowledge Base Plus to reflect the service changes
2) Produce reports or updated records to enable the updating of other systems
such as a traditional library management system, link resolver, and local systems
Non-Goals
1) Automatic update of other systems triggered by the update of the Knowledge
Base Plus
Assumptions
1) In the short term some participating institutions will continue to use a
combination of systems including library management systems, link resolvers
and locally developed systems in combination with the Knowledge Base Plus
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
299
Use Cases
Workflows

12, 13, 19
1A.10, 1B.11, 3.2, 4A.2, 4A.3, 4A.3.1, 4B.2, 4B.3, 4B.3.4, 4B.6, 5.1,
5.2, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 7.1, 7.3, 8.3, 8.4, 9.2, 9.3, 10.4, 10.5, 11A.3,
11A.4, 11B.3, 11B.4, 11B.6, 12A.6.2, 12A.7, 12A.9, 12A.13,
12B.6.2, 12B.7, 12B.9, 12B.13
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
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1) Deal
2) Collection
3) Title Instance
4) Title Status
5) Issue Access
Related Standards
1) MARC21 (Bibliographic and Holdings)
Issues
1) Accurately synchronising data across multiple systems can be difficult and
will depend on shared identifiers being maintained across systems. This may
require the addition of relevant identifiers to local systems
Diagrams
See diagram below / Not applicable
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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11 - Service Desk
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title 11 - Service Desk
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author 22 April 2011, v1.0, Owen Stephens
Summary
To answer queries from library staff and respond to reports of problems or
errors
Terminology
Not applicable
Goals
1) To provide a central point of contact for queries related resources within the
Knowledge Base Plus
2) To investigate and resolve issues regarding the accuracy and completeness of
the Knowledge Base Plus
3) To investigate and resolve issues regarding library access to their
entitlements as set out in licence agreements
4) To investigate and resolve issues regarding temporary service issues
occurring at an above campus level
5) To liaise between Institutions and Publishers where appropriate
Non-Goals
1) To provide an end-user facing service, dealing directly with issues raised by
end-users
Assumptions
1) Institutions are able to carry out adequate local analysis and troubleshooting,
and will continue to provide end-user facing support services
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
Out of Scope
Use Cases
14, 19
Workflows
The Service Desk could provide support across any part of the
workflow where a problem or issue may be referred to them,
although specifically 6.3.1 applies
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
Not applicable
Related Standards
Not applicable
Issues
1) Differentiating local issues and above campus issues is difficult, potentially
resulting in confusion over responsibility for resolving specific problems
2) May be seen to conflict or compete with existing services offered by
subscription agents
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Diagrams
Not applicable
Further Notes
None
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12 - Quantitative Review
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title 12 - Quantitative Review
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author 22 April 2011, v1.0, Owen Stephens
Summary
Compile usage statistics, sector wide and institutionally recorded information to
deliver quantitative measures of such as ‘cost per download’ and impact factors.
Terminology
Usage statistics - Figures enumerating the use of resources. Principally number
of downloads by title from publisher site by period (see JUSP - JISC Usage
Statistics Portal - for likely granularity)
Quantitative measures - things that can be logged and counted relating to a
journal title
Cost per download - a calculated figure, by an agreed method (e.g. number of
downloads / subscription cost for a given period)
Impact factor - a measure of the frequency with which the "average article" in a
journal has been cited in a particular year or period (see
http://thomsonreuters.com/products_services/science/free/essays/impact_fact
or/)
Goals
1) To create/retrieve/update/delete quantitative Evidence as described in
function ’06 - Evidence’
2) To create/retrieve/update/delete credentials relating to retrieval of
quantitative evidence
3) To create/retrieve/update/delete linkages between titles and faculties as
described in function ’06 - Evidence’
4) To generate a range of reports based on all relevant data as described in
function ’06 - Evidence’ including measures such as usage per platform; usage
per faculty; cost trends; etc.
Non-Goals
1) Collection and management of qualitative data relating to usage or value
2) To provide a recommender service
Assumptions
1) Institutions will share a common set of measures for the use and value of
resources which can be supported via these usage statistics and associated
reporting
2) Qualitative measures related to usage or value of resources form part of Phase
2 (or beyond) specification
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
4140, 4144, 4145, 5286, 5290, 7012, 7014
Use Cases
16
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Workflows

1A.1.3, 1B.1.3, 9.7, 10.2, 12A.5, 12B.5

Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Usage statistics
2) Institution
3) Faculty
Related Standards
1) COUNTER
2) SUSHI
Issues
1) Not all publishers will supply COUNTER compliant (or any) usage statistics
2) Not all publishers will support SUSHI for retrieval of statistics
3) Should there be opportunity to add number of transactions associated with
print journal entities (if recorded anywhere)?
Diagrams
See diagram below
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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13 - Renewals and Cancellations
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title 13 - Renewals and Cancellations
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author 22 April 2011, v1.0, Owen Stephens
Summary
Inform, record and enact renewal and/or cancellation decisions, backed by
parameters (e.g. restrictions based on limits such as ‘X% of print spend’).
Terminology
Renew - To extend an existing agreement, or enter into a new agreement,
allowing access to a resource where the existing agreement is expiring
Cancel - To end an agreement allowing access to a resource within the
constraints set out by the agreement (e.g. notice periods). This often equates to a
decision not to renew when an existing agreement expires.
Goals
1) Use Alerts to notify relevant staff when key decision points are reached for
resources (e.g. end date of current agreement, a local set date in advance of
notice period, etc.)
2) Produce reports for institutional decision making (‘cancellation lists’;
‘renewal lists’). Reports should include relevant information such as quantitative
measures (as defined in functions ’06 - Evidence’ and ’12 - Quantitative Review’),
Notes, post-cancellation terms from the licence and other relevant information
from the Knowledge Base Plus.
3) View alternative Deals known to be available when considering renewal or
cancellation of a title
4) Support limitations on renewal and cancellation decisions e.g. ‘core titles’ (as
defined by publisher) not available for cancellation; do not allow cancellations to
go above a specified percentage of print spend with the publisher
5) Notify the relevant Publishers and Agents of decisions
6) Set Alerts for future dates when actions need to be taken e.g. a reminder to
check access post-cancellation; an alert to update holdings on relevant systems
post-cancellation.
7) Update Access Status (see definition in Appendix C2) as appropriate
Non-Goals
1) Automation of any specific workflows related to the review/renew/cancel
process
Assumptions
1) Print subscription information is included in the Knowledge Base Plus
2) Costs associated with print subscriptions can be stored in Knowledge Base
Plus for reporting purposes
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
220, 564, 893, 1254, 4031, 4122, 4157
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Use Cases

7, 8, 9, 19

Workflows

1A.10, 1B.7, 1B.11, 5.4, 10.3.1, 11A.1, 11A.3, 11B.1, 11B.3,
11B.6, 12A.4, 12A.6.2, 12B.4, 12B.6.2, 12B.14
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Access Status
2) Agent
3) Alert
4) Deal
5) Issue Access
6) Licence Agreement
7) Media
8) Note
9) Publisher
10) Title Instance
11) Usage Statistics
12) Evidence
13) Faculty
Related Standards
1) EDI
Issues
1) May be seen to conflict or compete with existing services offered by
subscription agents
Diagrams
See diagram below / Not applicable
Further Notes
None
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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14 - Resource Discovery API
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title 14 - Resource Discovery API
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author 22 April 2011, v1.0, Owen Stephens
Summary
Supporting simple resource discovery mechanisms
Terminology
API - Application Programming Interface, a set of rules, specifications and/or
functions intended to facilitate interaction between applications (software).
Resource Discovery - locating and retrieving information in a large, complex,
networked environment (from
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/topics/resourcediscovery.aspx)
Goals
1) To allow retrieval and display of Work, Title Instance, Issue Access (see
Appendix C2 for definitions) information via an API for the the purposes of
Resource Discovery
2) To provide an API that can support ‘availability’ information requests to
enable the use (e.g. for filtering) and display of full-text availability information
within other contexts such as a traditional LMS OPAC and ‘next generation’
resource discovery systems (a.k.a. Vertical Search isystems)
Non-Goals
1) Provide programmatic access to other aspects of the Knowledge Base Plus not
described above
Assumptions
1) A relatively small range of API functions will be sufficient to serve a wide
range of simple resource discovery needs
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
4090
Use Cases
18
Workflows
Not applicable
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Work
2) Title Instance
3) Issue Access
4) ISSN Register
Related Standards
1) DLF ILS-DI
2) DAIA
Issues
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1) For richer resource discovery requirements a ‘records supply’ approach may
be required (described in ‘Function 15 - Records Supply’)
Diagrams
See diagram below / Not applicable
Further Notes
An API as described would not be far from serving as the ‘availability’ or
‘holdings’ aspect of a typical OpenURL Link Resolver, and such functionality
might be added at low cost. However, there is no current proposal to support
information regarding ‘link syntax’ supported by platforms, and so this could not
be seen as a competitor for a Link Resolver, but purely complimentary.
The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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15 - Records Supply
Business Solution Context
Requirement Ref / Title 15 – Records Supply
Phase
1
Date / Version / Author 22 April 2011, v1.0, Owen Stephens
Summary
Offer resource discovery records to local or above-campus systems in
appropriate format to import to tools such as Primo, VuFind, EDS, Summon, etc.
Terminology
Resource Discovery - locating and retrieving information in a large, complex,
networked environment (from
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/topics/resourcediscovery.aspx)
Goals
1) Allow the export of metadata records useful for resource discovery purposes,
predominantly based on Work, Title Instance and Issue Access (see Appendix C2
for definitions)
Non-Goals
1) Export of records for other purposes (export of records for other purposes
are covered in other functions where appropriate)
Assumptions
1) Sufficient data is available to create metadata records useful for resource
discovery
Context (see Appendix for details)
OLE Stories
4090
Use Cases
18
Workflows
Not applicable
Key Entities (see Appendix for x-refs)
1) Work
2) Title Instance
3) Issue Access
4) ISSN Register
Related Standards
1) MARC21 (Bibliographic and Holdings)
2) OAI-PMH
Issues
Not applicable
Diagrams
See diagram below / Not applicable
Further Notes
None
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The coloured entities are those principally involved in this function:
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Appendix A - Mapping to SCONUL Use Cases
This mapping table links the fifteen functions identified for the Phase 1 Business
Solution against the Use Case investigated by SCONUL and partner institutions in
the requirements capture phase (December 2010 to March 2011).
The Use Cases are detailed with institutional exemplification at
http://sconulerm.jiscinvolve.org/
Use Case
01 - Selection of a new e-journal - A new e-journal title is requested.
The library has to check which platforms provided access under what
licence conditions and cost, establish if the necessary budget is
available, and if it is decided to go ahead with the subscription, trigger
an acquisition workflow.

Phase
1
Ph2
but
see:
01
09

02 - Trial of a new e-journal - A trial of a new e-journal title is either
requested, or offered by the supplier. The library has to establish
access to the journal for the trial period, ensure that appropriate users
have access and that feedback mechanisms are in place. At the end of
the trial the appropriate staff should be notified, and a decision made
whether to purchase the title.

Ph2

03 - Subscription to a new e-journal - (a) Select Platform - A new
subscription to an electronic journal is required. The library has to
check which platforms provide access, and whether it is available
through any platforms already utilized by the library.

01
02

04 - Subscription to a new e-journal - (b) Finalise Licence - Having
a selected a platform/route of access for access to a new e-journal, the
licence for the e-journal has to be checked, signed and recorded/filed.

03
05
09

05 - New e-book purchase/subscription - (a) Select Platform -The
library has decided to purchase access to an e-book. The library first
has to identify which vendors/platforms the book is available through,
and choose the most suitable route of access, including payment
model (outright purchase v. on-demand v. …)

Save
for
later

06 - New e-book purchase/subscription - (b) On Demand - The
library has access to an e-book via ‘demand driven’ acquisition. The
access is setup so that if the e-book is accessed 4 times, it is
automatically purchased outright for the library collection. The library
has first budget for the book on an ‘on demand’ basis, and once the 4th
access has occurred, change the budget/order record to an outright
purchase.

Save
for
later
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07 - Renewal of e-journal subscription – The library has to become
aware of the need to renew a subscription to an individual e-journal
title. The necessary paperwork has to be completed so hat access is
maintained.

03
13

08 - Cancellation of a journal title - The library needs to cancel a
journal title (print or electronic). The library has to check what postcancellation access they have (print or electronic), the reliability of
that access, and whether cancellation impacts on any ‘total spend’ (or
other) agreements with supplier.

03
05
13

09 - Library moves from institutional to consortium subscription
- A library decides to move from an institutional subscription to a
resource (via an agent, or directly with the supplier) to a consortium
subscription. They need to ensure that the consortium licence meets
their requirements and transfer their subscription to the consortium,
recording all necessary details.

03
04
13

10 - Co-delivery of print and electronic - A publisher offers access to 01
print and electronic versions of a journal title, but the library has to
02
take the print copy in order to have access to the electronic copy. The
03
order and accounting records must reflect this, including any relevant
tax (e.g. VAT on e-copy).
11 - Move to e-only - The library wishes to move a significant
proportion of its journal collection e-only. In order to do this the
library must calculate the financial impact, ascertain whether it
believes the electronic access for each title is ‘sustainable’, which
includes ensuring there will be long term access to the collection in the
case of the publisher going out of business, or the library ceasing a
current subscription.

01
02
03
05

12 - Journal title moves between publishers - A journal title is
transferred from one publisher to another. The library must be aware
that this is happening, and transfer provision (and any links to the title
etc.) at the right time.

01
02
03
04
05
10
01
02
10

13 - Publisher changes platform - A publisher decides (or is forced
through takeover) to move all their journals to a new delivery
platform. The library must identify all affected titles, and manage the
move between platforms.
14 - Tracking and reporting outages - An A&I Database is
unavailable for a day due to technical problems at the providers end.
The library needs to record this outage, and be able to report on all
such outages for the provider over a period of time.
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15 - Budget and accounting for e-journals - The library needs to
manage their expenditure on e-journals. This may include managing
both centralised and devolved budgets, calculating contributions for
‘big deal’ packages, managing print and electronic subscriptions
together or separately, and enabling other institutional budget holders
(e.g. departments) to contribute to the cost of a resource in addition to
library funds.

Out
of
Scope
but
see:
03

16 - Usage data - The library wishes to carry out an annual review of
06
all their electronic subscriptions. They wish to get reports offering ‘per 12
use’ or ‘per download’ costs for each resource, and to compare their
usage with average use across similar institutions.
17 - Archival access - An event (e.g. publisher ceases operation,
journal cancellation) triggers a libraries access to an online archive for
an electronic resource, either from the publisher, or via an archiving
service (e.g. Portico). The library wishes to record access and any
ongoing licensing agreements that cover their access.
18 - Discovery to Delivery - The library wishes to use their electronic
subscriptions information to generate an user facing list of all current
titles. They also wish to use the details of their electronic subscriptions
to inform their OpenURL resolver and offer users access to their
electronic collections.
19 – Manage subscription workflows - The library wishes to inform
the decision-making processes underlying the subscription and
platform lifecycle relating to journals and to e-resources more broadly.
In order to do this the library team gathers and shares intelligence and
evaluation data at key stages. The checklists involved inform multiple
workflows.
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05
07
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Appendix B – Mapping to Kuali OLE User Stories
This draft mapping of Kuali OLE ‘User Stories’ to the SCONUL Shared Service
Business Solution functional requirements was kindly supplied by the OLE
Functional Council. These were amongst over 2000 stories collected by the OLE
partners in 2010. More about the Kuali OLE library management development
can be found at http://kuali.org/ole.
Due to issues of phasing, there are areas where there is currently little alignment
of User Stories (e.g. Function 02), though these are mainly in scope for the 201112 OLE product road map. Other areas are sparse because the functionality is
described in more generic stories elsewhere in the OLE evidence. There are also
possible duplicates, since many stories are coming from areas yet to be refined in
the OLE specification process.
It is therefore recommended that this catalogue and the mapping should be
revisited at a later stage in both projects. Nevertheless this partial mapping
represents the tip of a substantial body of evidence.
The listing is ordered by SCONUL Phase 1 function (01-15).
OLE
ID

683
836

5214
5254
5281
5285

OLE User Story
[Notes/locally-defined fields throughout; checklist is
local criteria and process]
As an Orderer/Acquirer, I need to be able to see or
create/add multiple organizations that play a role in
the purchase of a given title including the provider,
the vendor, the licensor, and the publisher.
As an Electronic Resources Manager, I load a list of
titles and coverage dates into knowledgebase
software.
As a Data Creator, I want to be able to see a
relationship between our subscriptions and the titles
we have available through that subscription (e.g.
when I am copy cataloging a monograph, I want to
know if I should include a URL to our online access if
that URL is not already present).
As an Electronic resources specialist, I need to be able
to easily determine overlaps of coverage among
databases.
As an e-resource specialist, I need to see all resources
that are part of a purchased collection.
As an e-resource specialist, I want to know which
collection a holding (item) URL is a part of so that I
can display the most reliable holding (item) URL.
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Functional
Requirements
00. General
01. Publication
Information
01. Publication
Information

01. Publication
Information
01. Publication
Information
01. Publication
Information
01. Publication
Information
64

As an e-resource specialist, I need to be able to
associate multiple organizations with a resource and
define the role (publisher, provider, licensor, vendor)
and see all resources associated with an organization
5289 through a particular role.
0 KB functionality - not currently in OLE
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I
manage the status of our resources (e.g., active,
inactive, cancelled, ceased publications) so that I can
understand and report out on the currency of our
4139 collection for our users. [ID: 876, ACQUIRE]
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I
evaluate the number of journal subscriptions (in
whole collection and in subsets of collection based on
4164 things like call number range, subject, fund code, etc).
As a Library Representative, I manage
communications about the number of online
subscriptions as it relates to disciplines or the
6086 department or branch library area.
As an E-Resources Manager, I know when past
invoices arrived/had come due (or are paid) so I can
anticipate when a new invoice should arrive or will
1087 be due
As an Orderer/Acquirer, I need the vendor's approval
electronic slip to be automatically imported into an
area for information (like a shadowed bib record) so
7038 that we can pull them when we need them.
As an electronic resources specialist, I need access
keys (user name, password, etc.) of vendor
administrative sites to retrieve information (e.g.,
3054 statistical) about our collection or institution
[related] As an electronic resources specialist, I need
to change information about our collection or
3055 institution in vendor administrative sites
As an e-resource specialist, I need to integrate with
name authority services to normalize many versions
of a name so that I can group objects associated with
this name (e.g., ability to create a title list for a
publisher like Elsevier which has a large number of
5284 name variations).
As an e-resource specialist, I want to associate
5287 contact information with organizations.
I need to be able to track history of communications
6122 with vendors.
I need to be able to schedule correspondence with
6123 vendors to follow up on requests.
As a Selector, I need to annotate and track locally
7251 assigned attributes such as course use, faculty on
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01. Publication
Information
02. Holdings &
Rights

02. Holdings &
Rights
02. Holdings &
Rights
02. Holdings &
Rights
03.
Subscription
Management
03.
Subscription
Management
04.
Organisations
04.
Organisations

04.
Organisations
04.
Organisations
04.
Organisations
04.
Organisations
04.
Organisations
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editorial board, faculty role, and library reviews.

268
363
4014
4028
4029

4049

4050
4191
4192
5120
5278
7250
131
4113

4146
4147
[4138]

As an electronic resources specialist I record whether
the licence is a SERU licence or, if not, specific
structured information about the licence terms.
As an electronic resource manager/ILL, I need to
know the terms/licence agreement of this
resource/subscription.
I need to be able to manage terms of use for
collections and individual resources.
As a licence manager, I need to View history of
licences and terms for a given vendor or provider.
As a licence manager, I want to import Onix-PL
licences in an automated fashion.
I attach a variety of electronics documents in a
variety of formats (PDF, Excel, Word...) to the licence
record in order to locate relevant primary documents
with the summary records.
I link licence rights records to appropriate specific
resources (at collection and/or title level) in order to
be able to identify which rights apply to specific
resources.
I scan a licence agreement and save a copy in a place
where it can be accessed by multiple staff members.
I analyze a licence and record important information
in a mapping form that can be reported on and
accessed by multiple staff members.
As a data creator, I create/modify licensing
relationships between e-resource contracts and eresources.
As a licence manager, I want to be able to associate all
or part of the holdings of a collection with a licence
agreement.
As a Selector, I need to harvest rights & terms of use
about any resource.
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I
generate expenditure statistics for a specific
publisher
As a selector, I monitor the cost of resources for a
given year and across a range of years.
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I run
reports on the usage of resources across years for
single resources, for a collection of resources, and
across the whole Library collection.
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I
harvest, store, and analyze broad types of usage data
including downloads, click-throughs, citations,
publications, etc.
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05. Licences
05. Licences
05. Licences
05. Licences

05. Licences

05. Licences
05. Licences
05. Licences
05. Licences
05. Licences
05. Licences
06. Evidence
06. Evidence

06. Evidence

06. Evidence
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4148
5234
5279
255

296

893

1254

7076

4035
252
267
332
382
1240

As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I
evaluate data such as impact factor, Eigen factor for
the resources that my Library has acquired.
As a Contract negotiator, I need to have usage
statistics that identify groups of users by division and
status
[ref. #12] As an e-resource specialist, I need the cost
of an item to be associated with the holding if it's an
itemized cost.
As a Contract Negotiator, I set up reminders to trigger
follow up for the next step in the negotiations in
order to keep the negotiation process moving.
As a Library Representative/Department Liaison, I
should be informed about when resources change
(get added, cancelled, change access points,
encounter temporary downtime) so that I can alert
my colleagues.
As a Licence Manager, I generate (or have
automatically generated) a list of (licences /
subscriptions) that are due to be renewed or
renegotiated at a set time before their expiration
date.
As an electronic resources manager, I need to have
advance notification when access to a resource
should be turned off so I can manage cancellation or
renewal
As a Selector, I want to know when a licence is active
and have the system prompt someone to test it, to see
if access is working; appropriate people should be
notified to manage our use of it (e.g. to update a
webpage that lists such resources, to describe
(catalog) the resource, etc.).
[Permissions within institution] As a licence
manager, I want to restrict access to edit licence
details or attached documents to staff responsible for
this work so that mistakes with the data cannot be
made by other staff.
As a contract negotiator, I compare a new contract to
a list of library and university requirements.
As an electronic resources specialist I request eresource licence changes with the vendor
As an orderer/acquirer I request an e-resource
licence agreement from a vendor
As an electronic resources specialist I negotiate and
record campus participation in an e-resource renewal
or acquisition.
As a licence manager, I need to capture important
correspondence with internal and external entities as
I move through the process of licence negotiation, re-
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negotiation, or amendment.
[Alert?] As an Electronic Resources Manager, I track
299 and record changes to journal publisher packages.
0 Helpdesk per se not in OLE
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I
manage the login account info for the usage statistics
providers so that I can harvest and normalize usage
4140 statistics for local storage and manipulation.
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I need
to be able to overwrite previously uploaded/stored
usage statistics data when problems with data
integrity (from the provider of usage statistics) are
4144 resolved.
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I need
to be able to undo actions related to previously
4145 uploaded/stored usage statistics data.
As an e-resource specialist, I want to be able to
import COUNTER-compliant usage statistics and
specify the collection that they represent so that I can
view and report on usage specific to the access
5286 platform.
As an e-resource specialist, I need to upload
purchased evaluative data from a third party and
5290 associate with a resource for evaluative purposes.
7012
7014

220
564

893

1254

As a selector, I receive and review usage statistics for
continuous publications that sit on my fund line
As a selector, I receive and review data on yearly
price increases for continuous publications that sit on
my fund line
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I
evaluate data such as impact factor, Eigen factor for
the resources that my Library has acquired.
As a selector I indicate renewal instructions in the
renewal list.
As an orderer/acquirer I request renewal lists from
vendors.
As a Licence Manager, I generate (or have
automatically generated) a list of (licences /
subscriptions) that are due to be renewed or
renegotiated at a set time before their expiration
date.
As an electronic resources manager, I need to have
advance notification when access to a resource
should be turned off so I can manage cancellation or
renewal
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Desk
12.
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Review
12.
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Review
12.
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Review
12.
Quantitative
Review
12.
Quantitative
Review
12.
Quantitative
Review
12.
Quantitative
Review
12.
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Review
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Cancellations
13. Renewals &
Cancellations

13. Renewals &
Cancellations
13. Renewals &
Cancellations
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4031
4122
4157
4090
4090
(again)

As an electronic resources librarian, I need to record
the set number of journals we are permitted to cancel
that were licenced and acquired through a specific
consortial agreement so that I can use that
information if we review our serials subscriptions
before the agreement has been re-negotiated.
As a selector, I manage when and why a resource was
cancelled in the past so that I can appropriately
handle reinstatement requests.
As an Assessor/Evaluator/Statistics Manager, I assess
all decisions for subscribing to, renewing or
cancelling access to resources.
I would like API access to catalog/collections data so
that I can repurpose data for new interfaces, mashups, inventory, research.
I would like API access to catalog/collections data so
that I can repurpose data for new interfaces, mashups, inventory, research.
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Appendix C – Data Analysis
This Appendix provides a high level logical relationship model, descriptions and
mappings for the key entities referenced in the fifteen Functions. As noted in the
function descriptions, it is not exhaustive or fully formed but nevertheless
provides an important guide to the solution space.

C1 - Key Entity Model
This is not a complete or rigorous logical Entity Relationship Model but
nevertheless indicates the key data in the business solution.
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C2 - Key Entity Descriptions
The entities in the logical model (C1 above) are characterised as follows.
Entity
Access Status
Agent
Alert
Collection
Consortium
Deal
Deal Document
Evidence
Faculty
Institution
ISSN Register
Issue Access
Licence
Agreement
Licence
Document
Media
Model Licence
Note
Platform
Publisher
Title Deal
Status
Title Status
Title Instance
Usage Statistics
Work

Description
Local status indicator for a
licenced Issue
Licensing intermediary
Alert for an action on Access
or Licensing data
Grouping of TIs determined
by Publisher
Group of Institutions engaged
in licensing
Publisher Deal (or package)
Any document describing a
Deal
Qualitative data about use
and value
Faculty (or school) within an
Institution
The licencee
Canonical ISSN as maintained
by ISSN Registry
Issues that can be accessed
by institution
Licence for specified Issues of
Title Instance(s)
Any document containing
Licence details
Publication Media indicator
Model Licence which can be
adopted
Note on a Title, Deal, Licence
or licenced Issue
Where the licenced content is
accessed
The licensor
Status of a Title Instance
within a Deal
Global status indicator for a
Title Instance
Title occurrence specific to
Publisher & Media
Title and article level
statistics
The parent entity for a Title
Instance

Includes / Covers / Scope
e.g. Current, Cancelled, Ceased
e.g. Subscription Agent, JISC
Collections
Will include Staff codes
NB This is non-exclusive; e.g.
Freedom Collection
An institution may be in several
consortia
A title may be in several deals
e.g. Details of options, cancellation
etc (Word, PDF or Scan file)
e.g. Survey data, Types of use, Links
to research and teaching
Could be a hierarchy
Should be a standard UK authority
file
Generic identifier; Print & Electronic
linked by ISSN-L field
i.e. Holdings (Print) / Rights
(Electronic)
Header plus Onix-PL expression if
available
Always exists even if no Onix-PL exp
(Word, PDF or Scan File)
Electronic or Print
An Onix-PL licence expression
A place to record issues etc; could be
linked to an Alert
Can be publisher or archive
Includes link to previous / future
names within entity
e.g. Always included, optional
e.g. Current, Transferred, Ceased
Links to previous / next Title
Instance within entity
May be derived from Counter,
Resolver, etc
As per FRBR
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C3 - Mapping Other Entity Models
At the next stage of specification, the key entities should mapped to entities in
relevant domain data models from such as DLF (ERMI), KBART and ONIX-PL as
well as openly documented systems developments that have approached this
space (e.g. NCSU eMatrix).
These models typically approach the problem space from a particular
perspective, with a discreet or wider service in mind (e.g. KBART addressing KB
consistency; ONIX-PL covering licence data). Consequently none will offer
something to be adopted as a complete solution but key insights and core
requirements should be derived.
Key Models
We recommend particular attention should be paid to three models:
The Digital Library Federation Electronic Resource Management Initiative (DLF
ERMI) report of 2004, notably Appendices C-E:
http://old.diglib.org/pubs/dlf102/
The ONIX for Publications Licences (ONIX-PL) data model for licence terms will a
major factor in detailed design. ONIX-PL is specialized to handle the licences
under which libraries and other institutions use digital resources, particularly
but by no means exclusively electronic journals. It builds on the work of the
Digital Library Federation's Electronic Resource Management Initiative (ERMI)
and the joint EDItEUR/NISO work on ONIX for Serials http://www.editeur.org/21/ONIX-PL/
This was mapped to the ERMI model (above) in 2007 http://www.niso.org/workrooms/lewg/071119ONIX_ERMImapping.pdf
The KBART work responds to recommendations in a research report
commissioned by UKSG in 2007 entitled Link Resolvers and the Serials Supply
Chain. The report recommended that a “code of practice” be produced on the
methods and frequency of metadata transfer involving Knowledge Bases, along
with the metadata elements required. The recommended practice has a
particular emphasis on addressing inconsistencies re- key data elements; it is
therefore focused on attributes not entities.
http://www.issn.org/files/issn/actualites/KBART_Phase_I_Recommended_Pract
ice.pdf
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Initial Mapping
The following mapping of the principle entities from this document against the
DLF ERMI model provides an entry point for further investigation and validation.
The ‘Source’ column indicates the ideal source of the entity data.
Entity
Access Status
Agent
Alert
Collection
Consortium
Deal
Deal Document
Evidence
Faculty
Institution
ISSN Register
Issue Access
Licence Agreement
Licence Document
Media
Model Licence
Note
Platform
Publisher
Title Deal Status
Title Status
Title Instance
Usage Statistics
Work
[Phase 2 function]

Source
UK/Local
UK
UK/Local
KB
UK
KB
KB
Local
Local
UK/Local
KB
UK/Local
UK/Local
UK/Local
KB
UK
UK/Local
UK/Local
KB
KB
KB
KB
UK/Local
KB

Relevant DLF ERMI Entities
Licence, Access Information
Organisation, Contact
Workflow Rules, Processing Workflow
Electronic Resource
Consortium, Partner Library
OUT OF SCOPE?
Storage of documents OUT OF SCOPE
Usage OUT OF SCOPE
User Group, Location
Organisation, Library, Contact
Electronic Resource
Acquisition, Licence
Licence, Prevailing Terms
Storage of documents OUT OF SCOPE
Electronic Resource
Terms Defined
[See each entity]
Interface
Organisation, Contact
OUT OF SCOPE?
Electronic Resource
Electronic Resource, Related Version
Usage OUT OF SCOPE
Work, Related Person
Trial
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C4 - Entity Relationship Statements
In order to assist further refinement of the model, the assumed ‘parent > child’
relationships between the most important (not all) entities are described here
(e.g. A father may have one or more many children; A child must have only one
father).
The relationships listed are restricted to those set out in the model used
throughput this document (see Appendix C1). Whilst this model will need to be
tested and improved, the list here is indicative of the supply chain processes
underlying this business requirement.
Entity

Relationship Statements

Agent
Collection

May be responsible for one or more Issue Access rights
Must be defined by one Publisher
Must contain one or more Title Instances
May be part of one or more Deals
Must contain one or more Institutions
Must be offered by one Publisher
Must consist of one or more Title Instances
May be linked to one Model Licence
May be described in one or more Deal Documents
May be the source of one or more Issue Access rights
Must belong to one Institution
May be associated with one or more Issue Access rights
May generate Evidence records
May belong to one or more Consortia
May contain one or more Faculties
May have one or more Issue Access rights
May generate Evidence records
An ISSN may represent one or more Title Instances
Must be associated with one Title Instance
May be part of one Deal
Must be associated with one Licence Agreement
Must be associated with one Platform
Must be associated with one Institution
May be associated with one Agent
May be associated with one or more Faculties
May generate Usage Statistics
May be derived from one Model Licence
May be described in one or more Licence Documents
Must be linked to one or more Issue Access Rights
Must be about one Licence Agreement
Must be for one Publisher
May apply to one or more Deals
May generate one or more Licence Agreements
May deliver one or more Issue Access

Consortium
Deal

Faculty

Institution

ISSN Register
Issue Access

Licence Agreement

Licence Document
Model Licence

Platform
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Entity

Relationship Statements

Publisher

May publish one or more Title Instances
May offer one or more Collections
May offer one or more Deals
May offer one or more Model Licences
Must be published by one Publisher
Must be linked to one Work
Must be linked to one ISSN
May be part of one or more Collections
May be part of one or more Deals
May be the subject of one or more Issue Access rights
May be linked to Evidence records
A Work may have one or more Title Instances

Title Instance

Work
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Appendix D – Service Usage Models
A selection of the 16 Use cases developed have been analysed from a services
perspective by Phil Nicholls (Psydev Ltd), working with UKOLN.
This work has resulted in a series of ‘service usage model’ (SUM) documents
intended to be of use to technical staff, business analysts and software engineers.
Each SUM consists of a description of the problem, current practice, and
examines approaches to resolving the problem. Where possible, useful technical
standards from the domain have been included.
The SUMS cover
 Selection of a new e-journal
 Managing access
 Transition to e-only subscriptions
 Manage subscription workflows
 Transition to consortium subscriptions
 Discovery to delivery
 Usage statistics
These SUMS are available from
http://sconulerm.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2011/05/18/service-usage-models/
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Appendix E – Workflows Catalogue
The MERI (Managing Electronic Resource Issues) project at the University of Salford has created a set of workflows to describe the
processes involved in managing electronic resources.
The full documentation of workflows, including workflow diagrams and checklists is available at
http://sconulerm.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2011/05/20/workflows/
The key columns from the catalogue of workflow processes included in the documentation are reproduced here.

Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

1A. Database Selection
1A.1

New resource advertised/promoted

External

Vendor /
End-User

Input

1A.2

Receive new resource info

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

1A.3

Prioritise requests

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

1A.4

Already have this database?

Academic
support

Assessor

Decision
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

1A.4.1

Yes - do not trial

Academic
support

Assessor

Decision

1A.4.2

No - Send to collections to request Trial

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

1A.5

Already in stock?

Collections

Assessor

Decision

1A.5.1

Yes - do not trial

Collections

Assessor

Decision

1A.5.2

No - request trial from supplier

Collections

Coordinator

Process

1A.6

Organise access, links, demonstrations

Collections

Coordinator

Process

1A.7

During the trial, Check cost: Is the price fixed for a number
of years? part of a package/deal inc. which titles are
included and how the cost is spread? Check postcancellation access; restrictions on when the resource can
be cancelled; preservation of resource on LOCKSS /
Portico

Collections

Coordinator

Process

1A.8

Pass to internal Budget Group if necessary

Collections

Coordinator /
Approver

Process

1A.9

During trial, record reasons to/not to purchase & inform
Collections

Academic
support

Assessor

Process
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

1A.10

Purchase database?

Collections

Assessor

Decision

1A.10.1

No – record reasons; inform Academic support

Collections

Coordinator

Decision

1A.11

Feedback sent to vendor

External

Coordinator

Output

1A.10.2

Yes - go to Stage 2 (Ordering)

Collections

Coordinator

Decision

1B. E-Journal Selection
1B.1

New resource advertised/promoted

External
(vendors /
publishers)

Vendor/EndUser

Input

1B.2

Receive new resource info

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

1B.3

Prioritise requests

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

1B.4

Already have this E-journal?

Academic
support

Assessor

Decision

1B.4.1

Yes - do not purchase

Academic
support

Assessor

Decision
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

1B.4.2

No -Send to collections to arrange purchase

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

1B.5

Already in stock?

Collections

Assessor

Decision

1B.5.1

Yes - Part of a database or non-secure access?

Collections

Assessor

Decision

1B.6

No - do not purchase; Yes - see 1B.8

Collections

Assessor

Decision

1B.5.2

No access - subscribe to a print journal?

Collections

Assessor

Process

1B.7

Yes - Upgrade to E-journal; No - see 1B.8

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

1B.8

Not in stock/no print sub- Note whether part of a
package/deal inc other included titles, spread of cost etc. Is
access retained after cancellation? Check preservation e.g.
LOCKSS / Portico; restrictions on cancellation; Countercompliant usage stats? Any issues with licence?

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

1B.9

Vendor provides pricing, licence info etc

External

Vendor

Input

1B.10

Pass to internal Budget Group if necessary

Collections

Coordinator /
Approver

Process

1B.11

Purchase E-journal?

Collections

Assessor

Decision

1B.11.1

Yes - go to Stage 2 (Ordering)

Collections

Coordinator

Decision
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

1B.11.2

No - record reasons; inform Academic support if required

Collections

Coordinator

Decision

1B.12

Feedback sent to vendor

External

Coordinator

Output

2.1

Assign vendor

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

2.2

Create record/raise order in relevant system eg LMS,
finance system

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

2.3

Record details in relevant format (eg spreadsheet) including Acquisitions
subs expiry date

Coordinator

Process

2.4

Check licence and pass to relevant people for signing

Acquisitions

Coordinator /
Approver

Process

2.5

Store licence in relevant system

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

2.6

Get Purchase Order number from finance/LMS where
appropriate

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

2.7

Send order to vendor

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

2.8

Vendor receives order

External

Vendor

Output

2. Ordering
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Workflow
Item Ref
2.9

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

Go to Access

3. Access
3.1

Vendor sends access information

External

Vendor

Input

3.2

Add to internal systems e.g. Link resolver / federated
search

Collections

Coordinator

Process

3.3

Inform internal staff

Collections

Coordinator

Process

3.4

Update record (e.g. on LMS etc) and any relevant web
content

Collections

Coordinator

Process

3.5

Promote resource to users e.g. Subject blogs

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

3.6

Arrange training with supplier if necessary

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

3.7

Vendor sends invoice

External

Vendor

Input

3.8

Pay invoice on internal systems e.g. LMS, finance

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

3.9

Store invoice as required

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

4A. Change of Database Title
4A.1

Information sent on change of title

External

Vendor

Input

4A.2

New created on LMS/Finance system etc

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

4A.3

Check internal systems - has title been updated
automatically?

Collections

Coordinator

Process

4A.3.1

No - Manually update internal systems

Collections

Coordinator

Process

4A.3.2

Yes - go straight to 4A.4

Collections

Coordinator

4A.4

Confirm update with Academic support

Collections

Coordinator

4A.5

Yes (or after manual update) - Guides, blogs etc updated
with new information

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

4B. Change of E-Journal Title
4B.1

Information sent on change of title

External

Vendor

Input

4B.2

Old record cancelled/New record created on LMS/Finance
system etc

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

4B.3

Check internal systems - has title been updated
automatically?

Collections

Coordinator

Process

4B.3.1

No - Manually update internal systems

Collections

Coordinator

Process

4B.3.2

Yes - go to 4B.4

Collections

Coordinator

4B.4

Confirm update with Academic Support

Collections

Coordinator

4B.5

Guides, blogs etc updated with new information

Academic
support

Coordinator

4B.6

If sub includes a print element, refer to Change of Title
instructions for print journals

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

5. Change of Publisher
5.1

Information sent regarding Change of Publisher

External

Vendor

Input

5.2

Update information on internal systems as required

Collections

Coordinator

Process

5.3

Will this affect the price, licence, cancellation policy etc?

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Decision

5.3.1

No - no further action

5.3.2

Yes - inform Academic Support

Acquisitions

Coordinator
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Workflow
Item Ref
5.4

Workflow Item Description
Note any changes in price, licence etc for consideration
during Renewal

Actors

Role

Type

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

6. Change of Platform
6.1

Details sent re: change of platform

External

Vendor

Input

6.2

Deactivate on old platform

Collections

Coordinator

Process

6.3

Is resource available on new platform?

Collections

Coordinator

Decision

6.3.1

No - Chase with vendor; see if other institutions
experiencing any problems

External/Collec Coordinator
tions

Process/Inp
ut

6.3.2

Yes - go to 6.4

6.4

Activate record on new platform; inform internal staff as
required

Collections

Coordinator

Process

6.5

Guides, blogs etc updated with new information

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

External

Vendor

Input

7. Publisher Name Change
7.1

Information sent re: publisher name change
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

7.2

Amend/create new record in LMS etc as appropriate; check
reason for name change

Collections

Coordinator

Process

7.3

Update information on internal systems as required

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

7.4

Will the price, licence etc be affected?

Collections

Coordinator

Decision

7.4.1

No - no further action

7.4.2

Yes - inform Academic Support

Collections /
Acquisitions

Coordinator

7.5

Note and changes in price, licence etc for consideration
during Renewal

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

8. Addition of electronic access to existing print journal subscription
8.1

Information sent re: Print sub that now includes E-access

External

Vendor

Input

8.2

Is E-access free of charge?

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Decision

8.2.1

Yes - go to 8.3

8.2.2

No - Inform Academic Support of price increase

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Output

8.2.3

Note changes for renewals

Academic
support

Assessor

Output
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

8.3

Create new record on LMS, finance system as appropriate.
Get information on licence, PCA etc

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

8.4

Set up access on internal systems (eg link resolver)

Collections

Coordinator

Process

8.5

Refer to Stage 3 - Access

Collections

Coordinator

Process

8.6

Guides, blogs etc updated with new information

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

9. “Free with print” (FWP) electronic access ceased for existing journal subscription
9.1

Informed that a FWP sub no longer includes free E-access

External

Vendor

Input

9.2

Update record on LMS etc as appropriate

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

9.3

Amend information on internal systems (may need to
remove title)

Collections

Coordinator

Process

9.4

Guides, blogs etc updated with new information

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

9.5

Obtain quotes for Print & E and E-only subs, check licence
info, PCA etc. Note for renewals/inform Academic Support

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

9.6

Vendor provides pricing, licence info etc

External

Vendor

Input
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

9.7

A.S will decide whether to renew as Print only, E only or
combined sub

9.8

Refer to stage 12 for Renewals

Actors

Role

Type

Academic
support

Assessor

Decision

10. Upgrade existing print journal subscription to include electronic access
10.1

Informed that E-access is now available on a current Print
sub

External

Vendor

Input

10.2

Decide to renew sub with E-access included

Academic
support

Assessor

Decision

10.3

Is sub for Print & E combined?

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Decision

10.3.1

No - refer to instructions for cancellation of a print journal

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

10.3.2

Yes - go straight to 10.4

10.4

Create new record on LMS, finance system as appropriate.
Get information on licence, PCA etc

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

10.5

Set up access on internal systems (e.g. link resolver)

Collections

Coordinator

Process

10.6

Refer to Stage 3 – Access

Collections

Coordinator

Process
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Workflow
Item Ref
10.7

Workflow Item Description
Guides, blogs etc updated with new information

Actors

Role

Type

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

11A. Database title ceased publication
11A.1

Information sent re: ceased title

External

Vendor

Input

11A.2

Is a refund required?

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Decision

11A.2.1

No - go straight to 8.3

11A.2.2

Yes - vendor sends credit note

External

Vendor

Process

11A.2.3

Credit paid to Finance, LMS; spreadsheets etc updated as
required

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

11A.3

Cancel record in LMS/Finance as appropriate

Acquisitions

Acquisitions
officer

Process

11A.4

Update internal systems as appropriate

Collections

Coordinator

Process

11A.5

Guides, blogs etc updated with new information

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

External

Vendor

Input

11B. E-Journal title ceased publication
11B.1

Information sent re: ceased title
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

11B.2

Is a refund required?

11B.2.1

No - go straight to 11B.3

11B.2.2

Actors

Role

Type

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Decision

Yes - vendor sends credit note

External

Vendor

Process

11B.2.3

Credit paid to Finance, LMS; spreadsheets etc updated as
required

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

11B.3

Cancel record in LMS/Finance as appropriate

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

11B.4

Check for access to all issues paid for/activate postcancellation access; Update internal systems as
appropriate

Collections

Coordinator

Process

11B.5

Guides, blogs etc updated with new information

Academic
support

Coordinator

Process

11B.6

If sub includes a print element, refer to Cancellation
instructions for print journals

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

12A. Renewal or Cancellation of Database
12A.1

Usage stats obtained for resource in advance

Collections

Coordinator

Process

12A.2

Check with supplier whether licence agreement and product Collections
have stayed the same; pricing information etc

Coordinator

Process
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

12A.3

Supplier provides licence, pricing, product information

External

Vendor

Process

12A.4

Renewal form inc. Stats, licence and price info to Academic
Support Librarian

Collections

Coordinator

Process

12A.5

Periodic review of subscriptions

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

12A.6

Renew resource?

Academic
support

Assessor

Decision

12A.6.1

Yes - Pass to internal Budget Group if necessary

Collections

Coordinator /
Approver

Process

12A.7

Update information on internal systems as required

Collections

Coordinator

Process

12A.8

Licence details checked and sent to be signed

Collections

Coordinator /
Approver

Process

12A.9

Update record in LMS etc if necessary

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

12A.10

Supplier sends renewal invoice

External

Vendor

Process

12A.11

Invoice paid to LMS, Finance etc as appropriate

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

12A.6.2

No - Cancellation recorded on internal systems, information
amended on link resolver etc

Collections

Coordinator

Process
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

12A.12

Feedback given to supplier

External

Coordinator /
Vendor

Output

12A.13

Record closed in LMS, Finance system etc if required

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

12B. Renewal or Cancellation of E-Journal
12B.1

Usage stats obtained for resource in advance

Collections

Coordinator

Process

12B.2

Check with supplier whether licence agreement and product Collections
have stayed the same; pricing information etc

Coordinator

Process

12B.3

Supplier provides licence, pricing, product information

External

Vendor

Input

12B.4

Renewal form inc. Stats, licence and price info to Academic
Support Librarian

Collections

Coordinator

Process

12B.5

Periodic review of subscriptions

Academic
support

Assessor

Process

12B.6

Renew resource?

Academic
support

Assessor

Decision

12B.6.1

Yes - Pass to internal Budget Group if necessary

Collections

Coordinator /
Approver

Process

12B.7

Update information on internal systems as required

Collections

Coordinator

Process
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Workflow
Item Ref

Workflow Item Description

Actors

Role

Type

12B.8

Licence details checked and sent to be signed

Collections

Coordinator /
Approver

Process

12B.9

Update record in LMS etc if necessary

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

12B.10

Supplier sends renewal invoice

External

Vendor

Process

12B.11

Invoice paid to LMS, Finance etc as appropriate

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

12B.6.2

No - Cancellation recorded on internal systems, information
amended on link resolver etc

Collections

Coordinator

Process

12B.12

Feedback given to supplier

External

Coordinator

Output

12B.13

Record closed in LMS, Finance system etc if required

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

12B.14

If sub includes print element, refer to cancellation
instructions for print journals

Acquisitions

Coordinator

Process

12B.15

Activate post-cancellation access

Collections

Coordinator

Process
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